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HAYMES PARTNERS WITH ETSY TO LAUNCH 
VOLUME ONE OF ITS COLOUR LIBRARY

Sydney, 16 March 2016: Australia’s most successful independently owned paint company, Haymes Paint has 
partnered with Etsy.com, the online marketplace for handmade and vintage goods, to launch the first volume 
from its new Colour Library – Curate – and to showcase the handcrafted designs of talented Australian makers.
 
Haymes Colour & Concept Manager, Wendy Rennie explained that the collaboration with Etsy on Curate, the first 
of seven Colour Library volumes, was a natural fit.
 
“Sharing a commitment to authenticity, creativity and local design provided a strong platform for this partnership 
to flourish.”
 
“For ‘Curate’ we selected some handcrafted designs from the Etsy community to represent the contemporary 
colour palette, which encompasses electric blues, bright coral, rich tan and soft greys,” Wendy said.
 
Each Etsy creative’s making process formed a central component in building the Curate story, with the Volume 
1 colour palette showcased and its raw influences brought to life in the natural materials - linen, clay, porcelain - 
used for each handmade piece.
 
Helen Souness, Etsy’s Managing Director for Australia & Asia said, “We are delighted to be partnering with 
Haymes, an established Australian brand and business that shares our passion for handcrafted design, creativity 
and colour, to showcase the first volume in their Colour Library and the work of Etsy’s talented local creative 
community.”

“Etsy’s marketplace is home to an incredible breadth of Australian creative talent who make beautiful and unique 
pieces for the home. It’s exciting to see their work - and their making process - celebrated as part of the Haymes 
Colour Library,” she said. 
 
The work of eleven Etsy makers from around Australia was selected to bring the Curate palette to life, including 
Victorian ceramicists Lucile Sciallano from La petite fabrique de Brunswick and Yvette De Lacy from Mountain 
Clay, along with linen designer and crafter Alistair Birrell from Mr Draper, and Queensland ceramicist Susan 
Simonini.
 
Curate represents a considerable shift for colour directions in 2016, incorporating the pairing of unexpected 
colour combinations and is influenced by natural materials such a leather, rope, linen and ceramics.
 
The Haymes Colour Library, a new colour trends concept, was officially launched at a media breakfast in Sydney 
at The Old Clare Hotel this morning.
 
The inaugural Colour Library contains seven volumes of colour themes, each with its own story and palette of up 
to nine colours.

For further information, interviews or image requests, please contact:

 

Kathryn Elliott
Lahra Carey Media & Communications
E: kathryn@lahracarey.com.au
Mob: 0418 577 583
 
Event hashtag: #haymeslovesetsy
Instagram: @haymespaint & @etsyau

To find out more about the partnership visit haymespaint.com.au/haymeslovesetsy



ABOUT HAYMES PAINT

Established in Ballarat in 1935, Haymes is a family run business now in the hands of the fourth 
generation. Our commitment to the development and innovation of high quality paint products that 
are distributed through exclusive paint specialists is what sets us apart from our competitors. 

Our values of individuality, independence and integrity is why we focus on providing our customers 
with personalized attention and never take shortcuts with the quality of our products or service.

ABOUT ETSY

Etsy is a marketplace where millions of people around the world connect, both online and offline, 
to make, sell and buy unique goods. The Etsy community includes the creative entrepreneurs who 
sell on our platform, thoughtful consumers looking to buy unique goods in our marketplace, and 
Etsy employees who maintain our platform and nurture our ecosystem. Our mission is to reimagine 
commerce in ways that build a more fulfilling and lasting world, and we’re committed to using the 
power of business to strengthen communities and empower people. Etsy was founded in 2005, is 
headquartered in Brooklyn, New York  and has a team working in Australia to support and grow the 
local Etsy community.



ALISTAIR BIRRELL
Chief Linen Crafter - Melbourne, Victoria
mrdrapers.etsy.com

Mr Draper is a homewares and bedding business 
based in Melbourne. Lead by Alistair, the chief 
linen crafter and designer, Mr Draper aims to make 
homewares and bedding a more personal experience. 
Needing a change in his life and tired of the disposable 
and transient nature of the items around our homes, 
Alistair founded Mr Draper in 2014 and set about 
creating products that are not only beautiful, but also 
hardwearing and functional. Mr Draper’s products are 
handmade in Alistair’s Fitzroy studio from fine linens 
sourced from quality mills throughout Europe.

LUCILE SCIALLANO
Ceramicist  - Melbourne, Victoria
fabriquedebrunswick.etsy.com

La petite fabrique de Brunswick is a ceramic studio, 
based in Melbourne. Created by Lucile Sciallano, the 
ceramics are handmade at her studio in Brunswick. 
Each ceramic is made in porcelain. The colour and 
the technique of slipcasting make them unique. The 
coloured porcelain is used to create pattern and 
drawings, which make the object even more special.

MEET THE 
ETSY MAKERS 

YVETTE DE LACY
Ceramicist - Kinglake, Victoria
mountainclay.etsy.com

Yvette De Lacy is a ceramicist who hand makes her 
products in her studio in Kinglake, overlooking the 
mountain ranges. Inspired by the mountains and 
forests that surround her home, Yvette’s pieces are 
individually crafted, embracing imperfection with 
uneven edges, organic shapes and imprints of the 
finger of the maker.

SUSAN SIMONINI
Ceramicist - Gold Coast, Queensland
susansimonini.etsy.com

Susan Simonini has a small home-based ceramics 
studio on the Gold Coast in beautiful south east 
Queensland where she hand-builds rustic, functional 
and decorative pottery from earthy, textured clays. 
After studying fine art at university and exhibiting 
her paintings and screenprints for many years, Susan 
took up ceramics in early 2013, and started selling her 
pieces on Etsy in early 2014. It is the imperfect form 
she loves and Susan finds inspiration for her work in 
the things around her.

COCO REYNOLDS
Lighting and Homewares Designer
Sydney, New South Wales
marzdesignsshop.etsy.com

Marz Designs is a Sydney-based furniture and lighting 
design studio, established in 2010 by designer Coco 
Reynolds. Inspired to push the boundaries of many 
mediums and functions she has since developed her 
own style, strongly influenced by materiality and the 
design process. Her goal is to promote craft practice 
in collaboration with industry. Coco is forever seeking 
new discoveries, new ways of solving problems and 
creating beautiful functional items.

VIC PEMBERTON
Natural Dyer and Linen Maker - Melbourne, Victoria
bindandfold.etsy.com

Bind and Fold products are created by Victoria 
Pemberton, a dyer living and working in Melbourne. 
Victoria’s designs are considerate of the materials 
used for each piece, items intended to be kept, 
treasured and passed on to loved ones. Each piece 
is an exploration of colour and technique, and all are 
unique. All Victoria’s work is created with intent and 
thoughtfulness, and works are intended to not only be 
functional, but also to be things of beauty.

KRISTY TULL
Concrete Homewares Maker - Melbourne, Victoria
foxandramona.etsy.com

Fox & Ramona is a Melbourne-based homewares brand 
offering 100% handmade concrete planters, bowls and 
vessels. Each piece is given a stylish update with a 
simple yet striking monochrome or metallic design - 
perfect for holding your fruit, herbs, fresh flowers or 
pet cactus. The organic nature of concrete means no 
two pieces are ever the same, so you’ll always own a 
Fox & Ramona original.

JULIET CARR
Resin Accessories Maker - Melbourne, Victoria
pirdy.etsy.com

Juliet Carr works with resin materials to create a 
diverse and colourful range of homewares and 
jewellery. Nature and nostalgia inspire Juliet to 
experiment with different methods and mediums in 
her studio in Melbourne, where she brings life to her 
resin pieces.

BEA BELLINGHAM
Ceramicist - Sydney, New South Wales
thingsbybea.etsy.com

Things by Bea is a playful range of ceramic 
homewares and jewellery, handcrafted in Sydney 
by Bea Bellingham. Bea brings her fun personality 
into her designs, resulting in distinctive illustrations 
and patterns creating fun products. With the use of 
porcelain, each ceramic item is lovingly hand-moulded 
and hand-painted.

EMMA LEONARD
Illustrator - Melbourne, Victoria
emmaleonardart.etsy.com

Emma is a Melbourne based illustrator who combines 
traditional media with digital techniques to create 
carefully considered renderings of delicate femininity, 
fragility and ethereal beauty. Emma Leonard usually 
draws girls with melancholy expressions and sad eyes 
and every now and then, a hint of a smile.

KATE GORDES
Macrame Artist - Melbourne, Victoria
scoutgathers.etsy.com

Scout Gathers is a one person scouting unit, with one 
patrol leader – that unit and leader is Kate Gordes. 
As a young scout, Kate fell in love with the art and 
skill of knot work and the feeling of the rope running 
through her hands. This love of rope as a child inspired 
her to push the boundaries of knot work, creating a 
new crafting adventure named ‘Scout Gathers’. Scout 
Gather’s pieces are versatile and modern and made 
using cotton rope from NSW.


